Undergraduate Research Colloquium
Tuesday, May 5, 2015
256 Snow Hall / 5:00 PM

Presentations:

→ **Gina Beebe:** “Sustainable Agriculture”
  - Faculty mentor: Dr. Kelly Kindscher

→ **Liz Blackburn:** “The Politics of Pollution: The Influence of Electoral Outcomes on Polluters’ Compliance”
  - Faculty mentor: Dr. Dietrich Earnhart

→ **Schuyler Kraus:** “Koch Campus: Triumph of Corporate Academy”
  - Faculty mentor: Dr. Christopher Brown

→ **David Szczucinski:** “An Examination of Waste Receptacle Design on Sorting Behaviors and Associated Post-Consumer Compost Contamination Rates”
  - Faculty mentor: Dr. Derek Reed

The Environmental Studies Undergraduate Research Colloquium is an annual forum for students graduating with Honors in Environmental Studies and students who have received the Environmental Studies Zadigan Research Scholarship to present about their research projects.